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Mr. John Smith
ABC Company
123 Rotary Dr.
Somewhere, KY 98765
PHONE: 555-555-5555
E-MAIL: jsmith@abccompany.com

SUBJECT: Kiln Axis SurveyTM

IKD Job #: F12345
IKD Plant Code: ABC123-45
Proposal: 98765-R1

Dear Mr. Smith:
Thank you for allowing Industrial Kiln and Dryer Group the opportunity to perform a Kiln Axis SurveyTM
on ABC Company's #1 Kiln.
EQUIPMENT REFERENCE:
Kiln 1 – 4.55m Dia. x 68m Long (Nominal) FL Smidth Three (3) Pier Kiln
Work Scope

•

Kiln Axis Survey
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

The shell rotating center was located on all piers using proprietary optical methodology
Horizontal and vertical misalignments were measured
Kiln slope were determined
Shell ovality at each pier was measured
Temperatures of the tire face and shell uphill and downhill of each pier were taken
Creep was measured at each pier
General inspection was performed

Recommendations
• Kiln Adjustments: Tire #2 is vertically 5.7 mm misaligned which exceeds the recommended tolerance of
3.175 mm for this measure. We recommend adjusting both of the corresponding rollers away from the
unit (out) by 9.8 mm. This will lower the tire to be in line with the feed and discharge centerline. See the
appendix for the recommended moves. (pg. C3)
o Check to ensure any moves will not interfere with the hoods, and there is enough allowance on the
adjustment bolts to allow for the recommended adjustments.
• There is considerable pitting on the surface of the tires and rollers and grinding should be considered.
• The leaf seals on the discharge are damaged and should be replaced. (pg. 17)
• Discharge tire-pad damage; pad should be replaced. (pg. 18)
• High ovality, 0.49% - 0.56%, found in Pier #2 and Pier #3 regions. The recommended ovality tolerance
for this unit is 0.45% (pg. 7&8)
o Inspect inner brick lining to ensure refractory has not been disrupted or damaged.
• High magnitudes, ~50 mm/rev, of creep found at the discharge tire. The recommended tolerance of
creep for a unit is 25.4 mm/rev. (pg. 7&8)
There are two likely causes for high creep:
1) Loose/worn tire pads.
2) Shell/tire is too cold.
Please investigate further to determine the source of creep for your specific process.
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Executive Summary
We performed a Kiln Axis Survey™ on the ABC Company’s three (3) pier Kiln #1.
System Slope
The measured system slope is 40.5 mm/m. The design slope is 40.0 mm/m; therefore, the measured overall
system slope is good. There is no need for adjustments toward slope correction, and the new baseline
slope for the unit will be considered 40.5 mm/m. All adjustments will be made toward the new unit baseline
slope.
Horizontal Misalignments
Using a line from the center of Tire 1 to the center of Tire 3 as the kiln centerline, Tire 2 is off horizontal
alignment by 1.1 mm. This is below the recommended tolerance of 3.175 mm. The unit will require no
adjustments to be made concerning the horizontal alignment.
Vertical Misalignments
Using a line from the center of Tire 1 to the center of Tire 3 as the kiln centerline, Tire 2 is off vertical alignment
by 5.7 mm. This exceeds the recommended tolerance of 3.175 mm. The unit will require recommended
adjustments to be made correcting the vertical alignment.
Ovality
The ovality measured at the shell near Pier 1 is within the 0.45% limit for the diameter of this unit. However, the
shell at Pier 2 & Pier 3 had ovality measurements which exceed this recommended tolerance. The average
ovality in the region near Pier 2 was found to be 0.49% and near Pier 3 was found to be 0.56%. High ovality
can cause disruptions to brick refractory linings. The refractory of this unit should be inspected to ensure
brick damage has not occurred.
Creep
Tire 1 and Tire 2 both exhibited magnitudes of creep which indicate potential issues. Tire 1 measured 50.8
mm/rev and Tire 2 measured 25.4 mm/rev of creep. The recommended tolerance for creep is 25.4 mm/rev.
The high creep could potentially stem from two different sources: too cold of a shell in the region surrounding a
tire, or insufficient tire padding. The two possibilities for high creep of Tire 1 & 2 should be further
investigated and addressed.
Temperatures
The discharge region of the unit was found to have much lower temperatures (~200 °C) compared to the other
regions. Too cold of a shell temperature can cause increased magnitudes of creep.
General Inspection
The unit is exhibiting a magnitude of pitting on all rollers/tires and needs grinding. There is also a damaged
tire pad on the uphill side of Tire 1 which should be replaced. Details for the General Inspection begin on
pg. 9 of this report.
Thank you again for the opportunity to perform this Kiln Axis Survey™ for ABC Company’s three (3) Pier Kiln #1. If you
have any questions, please contact us at 502-244-4031, Ext. 1208. We can also be reached online at
www.industrialkiln.com.
Sincerely,
Sarah Belew
Key Accounts Specialist
Industrial Kiln & Dryer Group

Joshua Weller
Engineer – Technical Services
Industrial Kiln & Dryer Group

Tom Zhang, PhD, PE
Lead Engineer – Technical Services
Industrial Kiln & Dryer Group
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Kiln Axis SurveyTM
Unit Orientation

Figure 1 – Unit Orientation

All references to this kiln will be made from the discharge end looking toward the feed end. Therefore, rollers
will be referred to as left and right according to the above reference. Discharge Pier will be referred to as Pier
#1 and Feed Pier will be referred to as Pier #3.
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Horizontal Misalignment

Survey Results

Checking for the alignment using the feed and discharge tire centers of the kiln establishes whether the axis
between the feed and discharge tire is parallel to a line joining the base centers. The magnitude of the
deviation from the base will indicate if remedial action is required.
In considering the system misalignments, we used the centerline of Tire 1 and Tire 3 as the reference for
horizontal deviation. Based on this scenario, the feed tire & the discharge tire (Tire 3 & Tire 1) are both
horizontally aligned with the center line of the kiln. Tire 2 is slightly over 1 mm to the right of the centerline, this
is within the recommended 3.175 mm tolerance. The unit is currently considered to be horizontally aligned and
will not require any adjustments in order to rest within tolerance for this measure.

TOP VIEW

Figure 2 – Horizontal Misalignment
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Vertical Misalignment
To determine the vertical deviation, we projected the kiln centerline onto a line connecting the center of the
feed and center of discharge tires. The vertical misalignment of the tires is dependent on the deviation of the
measured elevation from this line. Holding Tire 1 & Tire 3 constant, there is a vertical misalignment of 5.7 mm
at Tire 2. This means the center of Tire 2 is resting higher in elevation than the unit slope calls for and
influences a slope coming into the second tire from Tire 1, which is too steep. 5.7 mm exceeds the
recommended tolerance for this measure, and Tire 2 will need to be adjusted to match its correct elevation.

Figure 3 – Vertical

Misalignment

SIDE VIEW
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Kiln Slope
The measured system slope is 40.5 mm/m. The design slope is 40.0 mm/m; therefore, the measured overall
system slope is good. There is no need for adjustments toward slope correction, and the new baseline slope
for the unit will be considered 40.5 mm/m. All adjustments will be made toward the new unit baseline slope.
Ovality
The ovality measurements were taken to determine the elastic deformation (during the course of the kiln
rotation) on the areas adjacent to the tires. An excessive ovality value indicates that the tires are not providing
enough structural support to the shell. The inadequate support could have a negative impact on the life of the
refractory bricks. In addition, high ovality gives rise to high axial stresses in the shell. Because of these issues,
it is advisable to keep ovality under acceptable limits. The limit is variable and is proportional to the diameter of
the kiln diameter. For this kiln, the recommended limit is 0.45%.
The ovality measured at the shell near Pier 1 was found to be 0.21% this is within the 0.45% limit for the
diameter of this unit. However, the shell at Pier 2 & Pier 3 had ovality measurements which exceed this
recommended tolerance. The average ovality in the region near Pier 2 was found to be 0.49% and near Pier 3
was found to be 0.56%. High ovality can cause disruptions to brick refractory linings. The refractory of this unit
should be inspected to ensure brick damage has not occurred.
Creep
The creep is the differential motion of the tire in relation to the shell of the kiln. Creep occurs because of the
difference between the bore diameter of the tire and the diameter of the surface it runs on. Excessive creep is
a problem; however, some creep is actually desirable, as opposed to zero creep.
Tire 1 and Tire 2 both exhibited magnitudes of creep which indicate potential issues. Tire 1 measured 50.8
mm/rev and Tire 2 measured 25.4 mm/rev of creep. The recommended tolerance for creep is 25.4 mm/rev.
The high creep could potentially stem from two different sources: too cold of a shell in the region surrounding a
tire, or insufficient tire padding. The two possibilities for high creep of Tire 1 & 2 should be further investigated
and addressed.
Temperatures
The discharge region of the unit was found to have much lower temperatures (~200 °C) than the other regions.
The lower temperature could be causing increased creep to occur at Tire 1.
These characteristics can be exhibited in the plots of Figure 5 – Ovality, Creep, and Temperature found on the
next page.
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Figure 4 – Ovality, Creep and Temperature
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General Inspection
Pier #1 (Discharge End)

Pier 1 Tire
Discharge Tire is exhibiting some level of pitting. There may be something that is lodging between the tire and
roller while in operation. Based off the quantity of pitting found around the unit it is recommended to make sure
that the tire-to-roller pinch points are not encountering recurring debris or resting underneath something which
could potentially fall into the rotation. Grinding should be considered to alleviate the current magnitude of
pitting on the facial region of this tire.
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Pier 1 Left Roller (left) Pier 1 Right Roller (right)
The right-side roller of pier 1 was found to have pitting as deep as ~6mm. The left-side roller is also exhibiting
major pitting. The left roller has also worn a concave region seen in the figure on the left. The left roller should
be monitored after recommended adjustments are made to ensure the concavity does not continue to develop.
Grinding should be considered to alleviate the current magnitude of pitting on the facial region of these rollers.
The faces of these rollers also appear to be shining to some degree. Ensure adequate graphite block
lubrication is occurring. This can mean physically scrapping graphite from the blocks to apply direct quantities
of graphite.
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Pier #2

Pier 2 Tire
Tire 2 shows some magnitude of pitting. The pits on this tire were found to be as deep as ~12mm in some
regions. Pitting to this degree can stem from a foreign body lodging between the tire and roller while in
operation. Based off the quantity of pitting found around the unit it is recommended to make sure that the tireto-roller pinch points are not encountering recurring debris or resting underneath something which could
potentially fall into the rotation. Grinding should be considered to alleviate the current magnitude of pitting on
the facial region of this tire.
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Pier 2 Right Roller
Similar to what was found on the rollers of the first pier, the rollers of the second pier have pitting. Grinding
should be considered to alleviate the current magnitude of pitting on the facial region of this roller. The faces of
these rollers also appear to be shining to some degree. Ensure adequate graphite block lubrication is
occurring. This can mean physically scrapping graphite from the blocks to apply direct quantities of graphite.
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Pier 2 Left Roller
Similar to what was found on the rollers of the first pier, the rollers of the second pier have pitting. Grinding
should be considered to alleviate the current magnitude of pitting on the facial region of this roller.
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Pier #3 (Feed End)

Pier 3 Tire
Tire 3 is exhibiting magnitudes of pitting. Grinding should be considered to alleviate the current magnitude of
pitting on the facial region of this tire.
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Pier 3 Right Roller
The rollers of the third pier have some level of pitting. Grinding should be considered to alleviate the current
magnitude of pitting on the facial region of this roller.
The faces of these rollers also appear to be shining to a significant degree. Ensure adequate graphite block
lubrication is occurring. This can mean physically scrapping graphite from the blocks to apply direct quantities
of graphite.
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Pier 3 Left Roller
The left roller of the feed end pier is induring improper wear from misaligned operation. The roller was found to
have a convex curvature toward the middle, and concave groves on the uphill/downhill ends. This should be
monitored after adjustments are made and addressed if wear continues in similar fashion. It is also suggested
to alleviate pitting on this roller with grinding.
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Additional Notes

Discharge Leaf Seals
The discharge leaf seals on this unit are breaking and need to be replaced to retain their desired efficiency.
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Tire 1 Pad-Stop-Block
The pad stop block on the uphill region of the discharge tire has broken and should be replaced.

